
Robbers Roost Men’s Group 
Group Conscience Minutes: 1 Nov 2016 

Attendance: Michael G, Craig B, Sami, Ken, Chris, Aaron, Don, Brandon, Ben, Marc W 
 
Intros & minutes—minutes accepted 
 
Reports:  

➔ Don S (GSR): Attended D24 meeting in Oct. Not a whole lot of discussion because it was a voting meeting. 
Winter Assembly Nov 11-13 in Aurora. Don will attend. It is an election assembly. Voting at D24 was 
amazing. Multiple people standing for each position. Had a workshop--questions on their agenda for a while. 
Perhaps groups should review group distributions regularly. Are groups aware of what our service 
committees do? How can we change the us-vs-them and help everyone feel a part of service? Contributions 
can be in the form of service. Idea of workshop on working with wet drunks--will bring up next time. RR is 
highest contributing meeting to the District.  

➔ Ben (Alt GSR):  
➔ Brandon (Treasurer): [see report] Balance = $430.03 / Scholarship fund = $281.00. Report accepted.  
➔ Sami M (GSC): �Going pretty well although not wonderfully. Group inventory mentioned that we might want 

to consider trying to cover two nights a week go back to one. Good Samaritan has a 12th step list we might 
be able to get on. Five people are covering shifts at CO.  

➔ Craig B (IGR): We had a meeting on Oct 25. CO report included treasurer report. RR contributed $251. 53 of 
180 shfts were covered. Intergroup is having elections at the end of November to elect new officers including 
chair, secretary, and other committee positions are needed. Lot of openings at Intergroup. Need noontime 
coverage on Saturdays. Do we have a Nightwatch coordinator?  

➔ Tucker (Alt IGR): 
➔ Mikael (CPC): � 
➔ Aaron (Website): Website is updated once again.  
➔ OPEN (Archives):�  
➔ Jeff (Grapevine): �  
➔ Ted (Literature): � 
➔ Larry (Nightwatch): � 
➔ OPEN (PIR):  
➔ OPEN (Local 12 Step Coordinator): � 
➔ Marc (Treatment): Meeting will be next week for TFC at district. We need to get information about the Good 

Sam meeting and who is covering it, or if it is being covered. Tues at 6 is a meeting, need groups to 
facilitate. Discussion about BCTC meeting: more AAs than residents. We’re not the only people taking a 
meeting in on Sunday nights. Campus Group is doing alternate weeks. Boulder Manor needs more 
help--there is one resident showing up, plus Marc. Marc: seems to be no emphasis on recovery at BCTC, 
but that is not our role. We are there to carry the message. Maybe PI or CPC can help and get some AA 
materials and info posted there. District CPC or someone should interact with staff and do a panel about 
what AA is and does etc. Something needs to happen to help this meeting at District level, new chair.  

➔ Dan (Phone List): � 
➔ OPEN (Tue Coffee/Setup): � 
➔ OPEN (Tue Cleanup): � 
➔ Chris (Thu Coffee/Setup): Is Stan interested? Chris will get supplies and continue to make coffee for time 

being.  



➔ John (Thu Cleanup): � 
 
Old business:  
 
>BCTC meeting: do we continue after Dec 2016? Group inventory. We have taken two six-month rotations. Marc will 
inform Jared next week. Getting more people involved in service is the way to go. RR is a men’s group about 
sponsorship. Is the intent to be a rotating commitment? Motion: Not take on another six month shift. Unanimous 
motion passes.  
 
>Opening format: Wilmington Preamble, part of it up to “we are not about sobering up drunks.” we might follow that 
lead and use part of the Wilmington--Inventory. Wilmington is not AA approved literature but we use it on special 
occasions. Leave as is.  
 
New business:  
 
>Group inventory follow-ups. Prioritize--leave as first item in old business for the meeting agenda.  
 
>let’s put the phone list as our first item. **Put on the agenda for December. Meeting format and chair process as 
second item.** 
 
> announce elections and service opportunities at Intergroup and district, contact Don and Craig. Committee 
meetings are listed on bouldercounty website.  
 
 
Open Service Positions:  
 
>Treasurer: Chris--elected unanimously.  
 
>Group Service Coordinator: Ken is willing to serve. Ken elected.  
 
>Thurs coffee and set up: Stan in absentia. Craig and Ken have keys.  
 
 


